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Limits of Liability & Disclaimer

The author of this eBook has used his best efforts in preparing this
material. 

The author makes no representations or warranties with respect to
the accuracy, applicability, fitness, or completeness of the contents
of this material. 

He disclaims any warranties expressed or implied, merchantability,
or fitness for any particular purpose. 

The author shall in no event be held liable for any loss or other
damages, including but not limited to special, incidental,
consequential, or other damages. 

The information inside is for entertainment only and is not medical
or psychological advice. 

If you have any doubts about anything, the advice of a competent
professional should be sought. More specifically, if you feel sad or
depressed due to loneliness then consider seeking coaching or
counseling from a mental professional or relationship coach. 

This material contains elements protected under International and
Federal Copyright laws and treaties. Any unauthorized reprint or
use of this material is prohibited.



Introduction
Hello there,

This is Rick from RelationshipBrew.com. Thank you for
subscribing to my newsletter.

I crafted the texts in this eBook to work at any stage of a
relationship whether you recently met or are married.

Some are kinky and others simply cute and cuddly.

I saved the best text for last at #10 as it succeeds in
creating an emotional connection with your man. So,
make sure you read them all.

But above all practice them.

You can send them as is or adjust them to your style.

All of them are designed to encourage him to engage in
conversation with you without warming things up.

They also serve as tests to gauge how much he enjoys
texting you or even how much he likes you (if you're in the
earlier stage of the relationship.

Enjoy! Feel free to email me at
rick@relationshipbrew.com

http://relationshipbrew.com/
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Reply to his lame, boring "What's up?" text to blow
up his imagination. He'll forget everything he was
doing and thinking and get super turned on
envisioning your lovely naked body. 

10 Flirty Texts to Make His Jaw Drop

Intended for entertainment purposes only.

Back to Table of Contents.

Message #1: Explicit Imagery

"Hold on babe. Just jumped out of
the shower. Looking for my
panties. They're around here

somewhere."

Here's what ...We Men Secretly Want MOST in Relationships (Affiliate Link)
[Watch Video] 

Texting Keys

Take advantage of timing when you're really in the
mood to flirt. Tease him when he least expects it

and is unavailable to talk too long. 

https://hop.clickbank.net/?affiliate=affair001&vendor=hissecret&lp=7&tid=rb_pdf_10flirtytexts_to_hso&sb=t&vc=t
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Drop this playful and unexpected text bomb to make
him want to leap through the phone.

10 Flirty Texts to Make His Jaw Drop

Intended for entertainment purposes only.

Back to Table of Contents.

Message #2: Curiosity Tease

"Guess what I'm thinking about
right now handsome ... yum. LOL"

Here's what ...We Men Secretly Want MOST in Relationships (Affiliate Link)
[Watch Video] 

Texting Keys

Lead with curiosity and leave out details. Make him
chase and ask for the rest of the text.
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Another mind-boggling, heart-bursting text. Make
him daydream about you until he can't stand it. He'll
think about you all day. Don't be afraid to get super
flirty.

10 Flirty Texts to Make His Jaw Drop

Intended for entertainment purposes only.

Back to Table of Contents.

Message #3: Too Bad, Too Sad

"Busy I bet, right? I'll just touch
myself on the bed while I wait for

you "

Here's what ...We Men Secretly Want MOST in Relationships (Affiliate Link)
[Watch Video] 

Texting Keys

Practice using visual imagery to make his
imagination wander.
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Make him squirm wondering what you're referring
to. Wait for him to reply before continuing the
conversation.

10 Flirty Texts to Make His Jaw Drop

Intended for entertainment purposes only.

Back to Table of Contents.

Message #4: Mystery

"I can't stop thinking about...😉  "

Here's what ...We Men Secretly Want MOST in Relationships (Affiliate Link)
[Watch Video] 

Texting Keys

Mystery is another key to successful flirty texting.
Let him run through a list of possibilities in his mind

before he gives up guessing.
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More mystery. It must be something good if it
makes you smile. He's dying to find out.

10 Flirty Texts to Make His Jaw Drop

Intended for entertainment purposes only.

Back to Table of Contents.

Message #5: Observations

"I noticed something about you
and now I can't stop smiling. "

Here's what ...We Men Secretly Want MOST in Relationships (Affiliate Link)
[Watch Video] 

Texting Keys

Everyone loves recognition, especially when it
makes them feel attractive.

https://hop.clickbank.net/?affiliate=affair001&vendor=hissecret&lp=7&tid=rb_pdf_10flirtytexts_to_hso&sb=t&vc=t
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Make texting fun. He should look forward to it. Here
is a way to play with him. It encourages him to
engage and tease you back. If he has already shown
interest and flirted with you then text, "I bet you're
thinking about taking me out this Friday," or "I bet
you're dreaming of kissing me." I'd love to hear what
prize he has in store for you too. 

10 Flirty Texts to Make His Jaw Drop

Intended for entertainment purposes only.

Back to Table of Contents.

Message #6: Flirty Test

"If I guess what you're thinking
about, what prize do I win? "

Here's what ...We Men Secretly Want MOST in Relationships (Affiliate Link)
[Watch Video] 

Texting Keys

Tease and test him. Make it irresistible to reply to
your texts. Plus, gauge his interest in you. Does he
play back? If he does that it means he really likes
you.

https://hop.clickbank.net/?affiliate=affair001&vendor=hissecret&lp=7&tid=rb_pdf_10flirtytexts_to_hso&sb=t&vc=t
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Who doesn't find courage and confidence attractive?
No one. We all like it, of course. Tease him and
make it easy for him to tease back.

10 Flirty Texts to Make His Jaw Drop

Intended for entertainment purposes only.

Back to Table of Contents.

Message #7: Flirty Assumption

"Hey, stop thinking about me. LOL
xxoo"

Here's what ...We Men Secretly Want MOST in Relationships (Affiliate Link)
[Watch Video] 

Texting Keys

Assume that he likes you. Lighten things up. When
you show confidence it makes it easier to engage
because it removes awkwardness. He sees that
you're strong and can take a joke.
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Show him your bold side and, once again, put him on
the defense in a playful way. 

10 Flirty Texts to Make His Jaw Drop

Intended for entertainment purposes only.

Back to Table of Contents.

Message #8: Flirty Jump Start

"If I kissed your cheek in the dark,
would you man up and kiss back or

blush?"

Here's what ...We Men Secretly Want MOST in Relationships (Affiliate Link)
[Watch Video] 

Texting Keys

Find ways to creatively put him to the test while also
gauging how much he likes you. It's also a quick and
easy way to jump start a flirty conversation.
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This can be one innocent pic in return for another. Or
depending on what you want and where your
relationship stands it can be one kinky pic in return
for another.

10 Flirty Texts to Make His Jaw Drop

Intended for entertainment purposes only.

Back to Table of Contents.

Message #9: Flirty Negotiations

"If you're lucky I might just send
you a pic if you send me one."

Here's what ...We Men Secretly Want MOST in Relationships (Affiliate Link)
[Watch Video] 

Texting Keys

Hopefully he doesn't fear making a move on you, but
maybe he needs a nudge. Asking to make a trade in
a cute flirty way makes it easy for him if he's shy.
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Of all the texts in this eBook, this by far is the most
powerful at creating a true emotional connection.
Who doesn't want to be admired for one of their best
qualities?

10 Flirty Texts to Make His Jaw Drop

Intended for entertainment purposes only.

Back to Table of Contents.

Message #10: True Connection

"Do you know what I admire about
you most handsome?"

Here's what ...We Men Secretly Want MOST in Relationships (Affiliate Link)
[Watch Video] 

Texting Keys

Follow the three "A's" to make a deep connection
with a man: admiration (his personality traits and
character qualities), appreciation (how he treats
you), acknowledgment (point out his successes)
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[Click] Learn More

10 Flirty Texts to Make His Jaw Drop

Intended for entertainment purposes only.

Back to Table of Contents.

Understanding Men on
Emotional Level

Discover What We Men Want 
on an Emotional Level

Here's what ...We Men Secretly Want MOST in Relationships (Affiliate Link)
[Watch Video] 

"His Secret Obsession"
by relationship coach James Bauer
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